
When you run a shipyard you can use the strangest methods to get work - arriving from the sky, for 
example, after obtaining your pilot's licence! That's what happened with Fulvio Montaldo, owner of 
the Cantieri di Sestri yard, who flew from America to Italy in 1989, pilot's licence in pocket and with a 
dream of being a professional pilot. But he landed just as father bought Adriano Frassinetti's Imprese 
Marittime yard, the centre where the long-established Genoese yard carried out maintenance on its 
pontoons and the lighters and vessels working in the port. This coincidence led to a radical change of 
coursecourse for the aspiring pilot, but he soon discovered an intense passion for yachts - one even more 
powerful than his love of flying! 

Fulvio Montaldo, the manager who learnt how to lead the company, guided by his yard foreman

The yard's success is also down to the yard foreman that Fulvio Montaldo took on immediately after 
deciding to enter the pleasure-sailing business, a sector then enjoying significant growth - Elio Vi-
gnolo, from the neighbouring Cantieri Genovesi. Vignolo, a man to reckon with, has spent his life 
around yachts. He leapt at the chance to lend a hand to a young guy still wet behind the ears. Master 
and disciple designed the marina jetties, built the slipway and bought the first crane, laying the foun-
dations for a yard that was destined to grow in size and stature. It now occupies an area of 13,000 
square metres, and every year handles around 250 craft, from seven-metre boats to large forty
metre yachts. 

Master carpenters, electricians, engineers - all the employees have the sea in their blood. 

Thirteen thousand square metres occupied by hangars with storehouses, workshops, yards, a forty 
and a two hundred tonne lift, motorised crane and bridge. All in all it's a thriving workplace for car-
penters, electricians and engineers. These men of the sea all have a profound knowledge of their 
craft, and know how to pass this expertise on to their less seasoned  counterparts, young people who 
are taken on only if they show a genuine desire to learn this work. It's an activity that combines an-
cient traditions and modern technology, the maritime arts developed by Genoese craftsmen and in-
novative processes like removing epoxy resins or anti-osmosis treatments guaranteed for ten years. 

It's here that Essence, Pulcinella, Anna J and America were restored to their original splendour!

AllAll this has enabled the Sestri yard to retain its status as the go-to destination for owners who 
demand total reliability when handing over their cherished yachts for repair and maintenance. Take, 
for example, the 34-metre aluminium yacht Anna J - her stern was modified and a new deck/sea 
stairs was installed. Or the Pulcinella, a magnificent Baltic which received an entire new teak deck, 
an operation that was repeated with equal success on Essence, a 46-metre Wally. Not forgetting 
America, a replica of the legendary schooner that crossed the Atlantic in 1851, on her way to mount 
a successful challenge for the famous 100 Guineas Cup, now the America's Cup. She was built in 
19671967 by Goudy & Stephens, and when the time came for some tender loving care to be lavished on 
her she was entrusted to the Cantieri di Sestri,  where the general manager of America srl, Matteo 
Toninelli, knew everything would be handled with skill, style and a deep professional pride. 
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